Four On The Floor™ Carpet Care

The “Full Monty” Complement To DooDoo Voodoo® Pet Odor Evaporator

The Whole Nine Yards
To fill a void in the Indianapolis-area carpet cleaning marketplace, we’ve forged
relationships with top professionals and have assembled a highly experienced
team that’s available to you when your odor control needs go beyond simply
spraying or pouring DooDoo Voodoo.
Regular Carpet Cleaning Simply Doesn’t Cut It
As you may be aware, conventional “wand” carpet cleaning at times isn’t enough
to remove odor-causing organic contaminants from deep down in carpet, pad
and subfloor. We take odor remediation to a whole new level, literally, because
our capabilities extend far beyond what a regular wand-type carpet cleaning can
accomplish. For example, the top picture shows what our methods removed
from just 38 square feet of carpet that had already been conventionally cleaned
and appeared clean to the untrained eye.
There are times when a wand is the tool of choice for us, too, but we also utilize
patented, specialized equipment that is dramatically more effective than a wand
at removing deep-down soiling. Used correctly in conjunction with DooDoo
Voodoo and other chemicals not available to the general public, our tools and
methods, honed by over three decades of combined experience obliterating pet
odors, yield dramatically more effective odor control than has previously been
available in the greater Indianapolis market. No other company in the Indy area
uses the unique combination of tools, methods and chemistry that we employ.
How Far Our Capabilities Extend
While DooDoo Voodoo alone can solve many, if not most, pet odor problems,
even where repeated urination has occurred (as shown in the blacklight picture),
there are times when total odor remediation requires more invasive methods.
Unfortunately for Indianapolis-area consumers, most carpet cleaning companies
shy away from these methods like the plague because of the extra time, expertise, tooling and expense involved. Our team is experienced at knowing when
DooDoo Voodoo alone will be sufficient, and when to dig deeper.
If a pet odor-specific conventional cleaning is all that’s needed, we can provide
that in lieu of the more in-depth measures, but we’ll provide a more thorough
cleaning and better odor remediation than other companies would. If, however,
additional work is required to rid an area of odor, we have the tools and experience to pull back carpet, remove and replace pad & tack strips, seal subfloors,
install plastic sheeting, extensively clean & treat both sides of the carpet, repaint & re-caulk walls & trim as required, re-lay (re-stretch) carpet, patch in and
seam replacement carpet if available and more.
While we’re at your place, we can provide gentle counsel as to litter box locations, crate training and general environmental considerations that might be
contributing to indiscriminate soiling.
Top-Notch Service And Personal Attention
Our team’s personnel are fully professional and extremely capable. They’ll behave appropriately and will respect your property. If we don’t feel our services
are what you need, we’ll tell you. We operate by the Golden Rule.
We Make Odor Remediation As Easy As Possible
If you need our services, call us at 317-35-NOPEE. Professional evaluations are
$75 to cover gas and time, and our minimum charge is $125. If you hire us to
do the work we discuss, $50 of your evaluation fee will be credited toward your
invoice. We feel no one in Indy knows more about pet odor remediation.
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